Explore some Learning Toolbox stacks

A Learning Toolbox stack is a curated collection of materials (web pages, apps, files) that has been created to be shared with others – to provide them with links to learning material and resources, to provide them with a way of discussing or adding to that material. You can view and interact with these stacks on your mobile phone or tablet (through the Learning Toolbox app) or on the web. We have many examples of stacks that have been created to support learning activities or events. On your desk you will find some cards describing some of these stacks.

You can explore the stacks yourself by:

1. Opening the Learning Toolbox app on your phone:
2. Tapping on the QR scanner icon in the top menu bar
3. Scanning the code on the card
4. The Learning Toolbox stack will then open and you can explore each of the tiles within it just by clicking on them.

This handout was used in the LTN workshop session run by Tamsin Treasure-Jones on 23/1/2017.

For more information you can contact Tamsin at t.treasure-jones@leeds.ac.uk
or contact the Learning Toolbox Helpdesk at support@stackservices.freshdesk.com